Reliable in-silico design of synthetic gene networks necessitates novel approaches to model the process of protein synthesis under the influence of limited resources. We present such a novel protein synthesis model which originates from the Ribosome Flow Model and among other things describes the movement of RNA-polymerase and Ribosomes on mRNA and DNA templates respectively. By analyzing the convergence properties of this model based upon geometric considerations we present additional insights into the dynamic mechanisms of the process of protein synthesis. Further, we exemplarily show how this model can be used to evaluate the performance of synthetic gene circuits under different loading scenarios.
Introduction
One of the major issues in the field of synthetic biology is the gap between the computationally predicted performance of a synthetic circuit and the performance observed in its implementation in-vitro. This problem mainly stems from the fact that assumptions made during the modeling process are oversimplifying the dynamics of the biological processes under study. Genetic regulatory networks usually have been described focusing on the direct interactions between genes and their products, neglecting the fact that there exist significant indirect couplings between all genes, including the ones not modeled. Some of these couplings originate from the usage of shared resources of the transcriptional and translational machinery. The influence of such limited pools of resources has been addressed just recently by Gyorgy et al. (2015) ; Weiße et al. (2015) ; Gorochowski et al. (2016) , where both experimental and computational approaches are being discussed. For the purpose of describing interactions of several genes and their products, the stated works mainly use Hill-kinetics to phenomenologically describe protein production depending on the concentration of certain transcription factors. The process of protein synthesis however can be described and modeled on various levels of detail and a more mechanistic approach would be beneficial in order to understand the system on a microscopic level and better evaluate the degrees of freedom for possible modifications in terms of the design of synthetic gene circuits. Particularly, considering translational control as an additional mechanism for genetic interactions may yield one possible strategy to avoid negative effects of limited pool resources. A suitable protein synthesis model should therefore allow for the 1 Corresponding author.
implementation of different genetic control mechanisms such as transcriptional and translational control but also incorporate limitations of available resources within the cell. Therefore, the process of protein synthesis can be described as a sequence of several steps, which in turn are described on a low level of detail: transcription initiation, mRNA elongation, translation initiation and protein elongation. Post-translational modification will be neglected for simplicity. This way the resulting model satisfies the just stated requirements while remaining computationally tractable. It is also in accordance with the results of Ben-Tabou de Leon & Davidson (2009) , in which the authors claim that there are only two factors limiting the transcription rate: transcription initiation rate and RNA polymerase (RNAP) translocation rate. This is due to the fact that RNAP needs to proceed a certain length before the next RNAP can bind. The length of a gene then determines the dead time and transcription rate for one bound RNAP. The initiation rate on the other hand mainly depends on the strength of promoter as well as the presence of certain transcription factors. In case of translation, the physical mechanisms are assumed to be similar. Instead of RNAP, the translocation of Ribosomes and initiation of translation, which is now dependent on the strength of the Ribosome Binding Site, are the rate limiting factors. Particularly, Raveh et al. (2016) offer an approach to model the process of translation on this desired level of mechanistic detail. While they consider the flow of Ribosomes on a single mRNA template however, an extension to capturing both transcription and translation is desired and will be presented in the remainder of this work.
After introducing this novel model we study its convergence properties based on geometric considerations in order to shed some light on the system theoretic properties of the model. The presented analysis therefore not only characterizes limiting sets, but further provides insights into the dependencies of the dynamics and steady states on certain parameters of the model. Subsequently, two application examples are provided which show that the new protein synthesis model based on the Ribosome Flow Model can be used to describe the basal transcriptional and translational load of a desired host organism. Therefore, the interaction between the basal activity and newly introduced synthetic circuits can be evaluated, which is shown in the second application example.
Protein synthesis model
To describe the movement of Ribosomes and RNAP along a template of mRNA and DNA respectively, usually the totally asymmetric exclusion process (TASEP) is applied (Shaw et al., 2003) . As this is a stochastic model of infinite dimension and therefore does not satisfy our demands for computational tractability, one usually employs a simplified deterministic version of the TASEP, obtained by a mean field approximation now also known as Ribosome Flow Model (RFM) (Reuveni et al., 2011; Edri et al., 2014; Raveh et al., 2016) . So far, a combined model of transcription and translation using such probabilistic flow models does not exist. We first extend the RFM from Raveh et al. (2016) where only single mRNA templates are considered to the case where several mRNAs of the same kind are present. Subsequently, the processes of transcription and translation are coupled such that the product of transcription, mRNA, is the template for translation, therefore making the number of mRNA templates a state of our dynamical system instead of a static variable.
Translation model
The original RFM, introduced by Reuveni et al. (2011) was extended by Raveh et al. (2016) to also consider a finite pool of Ribosomes which partly may be bound to the mRNA template. In greater detail, translation is initiated by the Ribosome binding to the mRNA, subsequently it moves along the mRNA until it reaches the end and unbinds again. The movement is unidirectional, meaning no backward flow of Ribosomes is possible. Further, several Ribosomes may be bound to one template as long as the mRNA is long enough. In general, the speed of forward motion is not constant but dependent on the codon which is translated, or to be more precise, the available amount of tRNAs for the necessary amino acid. For the sake of simplicity however, a constant elongation speed is assumed in the remainder. The process of translation including the dynamics of the Ribosomes can be modeled as the set of differential equa-
with the variable
and all initial conditions set to zero. The model states and parameters are defined in Table 1 . For a specific mRNA template, the number of discretization points m is determined such that each state represents the length on the mRNA lattice which is occupied by one Ribosome, therefore
with L M the total length of the mRNA template and L rib the specific length a single Ribosome occupies on the mRNA template. Typically, the elongation rate η c , the total amount of available Ribosomes R rib,tot and the specific size of Ribosomes L rib are either constant or dependent on systemic parameters such as the availability of tRNA, temperature or growth conditions and therefore, these parameters might be determined for a specific cell type through biological experiments. The remaining parameters, namely the length of mRNA template L M , the initiation rate η as well as the protein degradation rate δ are all depending on the specific mRNA template (gene) and can thus also be considered as design parameters for the synthesis of genetic circuits.
Multiple templates
In the original works on the RFM with pool (Raveh et al., 2016) , several mRNA templates are considered to interact with the pool of Ribosomes and each template is modeled as one individual RFM. This means, the dynamics of several templates can be observed also in cases where the initiation of translation on two identical templates is happens at different points in time. In the following, we will omit this case in order to describe identical templates with a single RFM and thus reduce the computational burden and complexity of the model. The following assumption is therefore imposed: Given several identical mRNA templates which interact with a pool of Ribosomes, the dynamic behavior of the movement of Ribosomes on the templates is identical for all templates. In other words this means that, given two mRNA templates and the dynamics of Ribosomes flowing on these templates is described by z A (t) and z B (t), we assume that their initial conditions satisfy
R rib,tot ∈ [0, ∞) total molecular amount of Ribosomes If this is the case, the model equations for a single RFM with pool (1)- (3) can be extended to the case of a RFM with pool with M identical templates by adapting the protein production rate (2) and the amount of available resources (3), yieldinġ
Transcription model
In order to arrive at a combined model of transcription and translation, it is left to define the transcriptional model and establish the connections to the translational part. Edri et al. (2014) introduced a transcription model of the RFM where the main difference lies in the fact that the RNAP is allowed to flow in both directions on the gene template and therefore different RNAP density profiles at steady state are obtained. However, as experimental evidence for this bidirectional movement is lacking, this additional mechanism will be neglected and we assume that both processes of transcription and translation can be described by the same mechanisms, only differing in the nature of the template and the pool of resources. The number of discretization points n of the transcription model is obtained similarly as before, namely as the fraction of total length of the gene L G and the specific length of a RNAP
It is noted that a gene and the respective mRNA template do not need to be of the same length in this framework (and in nature as well), however, for the sake of simplicity we will assume that these templates have the same amount of codons in the remainder. For the combined model, it is therefore only necessary to extend the model states and parameters from Table 1 with the ones in Table 2 . The product of the transcription model is the molecular amount of mRNA, M , which serves as template for the translation model and thus the template numbers are a state of our dynamical system instead of a static variable. Further, there are now two laws of mass conservation for the total amount of Ribosomes and RNAP repectively, viz.
These equations can also be expressed as differential equations which is more compliant with the overall notation. With these states and parameters defined, the equations for the combined transcription and translation model are expressed aṡ
with initial conditions of all states equal to zero except
R rib (t = 0) = R rib,tot .
For simplicity of notation, we will group the variables such that
n ∈ N number of discretization points on DNA template 
As the states x 1 , . . . , x n and z 1 , . . . , z m are probability densities, it only makes sense to consider solutions
for which for all times
This concludes the definition of our novel protein synthesis model which not only describes the production of protein dependent on the transcription initiation rate, but also considers further physiological parameters and gives insights into the amount and dynamics of Ribosomes and RNAP bound to mRNA and DNA respectively. Further, when considering interactions between genes and their products, different control mechanisms such as transcription factor control, Riboswitches and silencing RNAs are possible. These control mechanisms manipulate the transcription initiation parameter λ, translation initiation parameter η and the degradation rate ν of available mRNA, respectively. Therefore these variables are considered as inputs to the protein synthesis model, while the amount of protein is considered as output of the system. All remaining parameters, such as the number of gene templates G or translation and transcription elongation rates are design variables and assumed to be constant over time. Figure  1 depicts a block representation of the protein synthesis model with the said inputs and outputs. Therein, f 1 is defined by (21) and f 2 by (22).
Equilibria and their stability properties
With the combined model for transcription and translation at hand, it is now possible to study system theoretic properties of this model. In order to do so, oneẋ = f 1 (x, λ, ν) might be tempted to build on existing results on the single RFM (Margaliot & Tuller, 2012) or the RFM with pool (Raveh et al., 2016) , which both are based on monotone systems theory. However, these approaches are not applicable to the combined model as the monotonicity property is not preserved. This is found by noticing that (21)- (22) is not cooperative (cf. Hirsch (1982) ). (21)- (22) is neither cooperative nor competitive.
Proposition 1. The combined protein synthesis model given by equations
Proof. It suffices to examine two off-diagonal elements of the Jacobian of (21)- (22) and show that they can have different signs. For instance
for at least one z i not being zero are a suitable choice and thus conclude the proof.
This further means that the flow of our system is not monotone though monotonicity is usually observed in RFM models (cf. Margaliot & Tuller (2012) ). Rather than using monotone systems theory, we introduced a geometric approach to study the convergence properties of the RFM with pool in Halter et al. (2016) and the ideas established there will be extended in the remainder of this section. After briefly reviewing our results from Halter et al. (2016) we show that these results also hold for multiple templates and the additional output M in order to investigate the stability properties of equilibria of system (21) (Subsystem A of Figure 1 ). Subsequently we extend this approach to the combined model.
Flow models with multiple templates
In Halter et al. (2016), we showed that the equilibria of the RFM with pool, given a single mRNA template, constitute a normally hyperbolic invariant submanifold γ((0,s)), with γ being some curve, which is asymptotically stable. In order to prove normal hyperbolicity, it was first shown that the Jacobian matrix of the vector field under study evaluated at γ(s) has exactly one eigenvalue equal to zero and all remaining eigenvalues strictly smaller than zero. The eigenvector which is associated with the zero eigenvalue further is lineraly dependent on d ds γ(s) or in other words lies in the tangent space of γ((0,s)). Thus, γ((0,s)) is a submanifold of equilibria. Additional invariant affine subspaces S p are constituted due to the mass conservation of the Ribosomes and it can be shown that these S p intersect γ uniquely and transversely. This reveals normal hyperbolicity as the whole state space can be continuously split up into the tangent space T γ(s) γ((0,s)) and the stable normal space N s which is spanned by the remaining eigenvectors of the Jacobian. Asymptotic stability then follows directly. For further details on this proof, the reader is referred to Halter et al. (2016) . The differences between the system studied in Halter et al. (2016) and Subsystem A of Figure 1 are that the number of templates G is now allowed to take any other value in N and that we further have an additional state M as an output of the system. Therefore we first show that the results of Halter et al. (2016) still hold for these extensions. Similar to Halter et al. (2016) we first bring (21) into the formẋ
with
in order to find a parameterization γ : s → γ(s) of the equilibria. Thus we define γ such that
and find that
with the components γ i (s) given recursively as a series of continued fractions with
We note that the restriction to x ∈ int Ω x and therefore also the upper bounds in s ∈ (0,s) is rather technical and has sufficiently been discussed in Halter et al. (2016) . With this representation of the equilibria at hand we can now study the Jacobian of f 1 evaluated at γ(s), i.e.
where we omitted the argument s for the sake of readability. We refer to J f1 (γ) as J f1 in the remainder.
Theorem 1. For all s ∈ (0,s) the Jacobian matrix of f 1 evaluated at γ(s), has exactly one eigenvalue equal to zero and all remaining eigenvalues have real parts strictly smaller than zero.
Proof. First, we note that by applying the Laplace expansion for calculating the determinant of (J f1 − βI) to obtain the characteristic polynomial, it becomes apparent that one eigenvalue β is exactly equal to −ν and thus it remains to only study the eigenvalues of the matrix given by the first n + 1 rows and columns of J f1 which we will call J red f1 . Next, we decompose J red f1 into the lower and upper triangular forms
As γ i ∈ (0, 1) for i = 1, . . . n by definition, we realize that all but the last diagonal entries of U are strictly smaller than zero, whence the rank of U is n. This proves that J red f1 has exactly one zero eigenvalue.
Now that U ⊤ and L −1 are lower triangular matrices and L −1 has only ones on its diagonal, we conclude that
is also a lower triangular matrix and has the same diagonal entries as U ⊤ , therefore U ⊤ L −1 ≤ 0. As this also holds for its transpose and it further holds that the sum of two negative semi-definite matrices remains negative semi-definite. Therefore D solves the Lyapunov equation
Now, by applying Lyapunov's direct method (Hahn, 1967) , we find thatǫ = J red f1 ǫ has a Lyapunov stable origin and therefore J red f1 cannot have any eigenvalues with positive real part, completing the proof.
Similar to Halter et al. (2016) , we note that due to the zero eigenvalue of the Jacobian linearization the equilibria on the manifold γ((0,s)) are non-hyperbolic. Therefore it is not possible to directly study the stability of the equilibria of the nonlinear system using its linearization as one would do by applying Lyapunov's indirect method (Hahn, 1967) or more general the theorem of Hartman-Grobman (Hartman, 1960) , that a vector field and its linearization are conjugate in a neighborhood of a hyperbolic equilibrium. We are thus left with studying non-hyperbolic fixpoints, e.g. by separately studying the restriction of our vector field to normal and tangent spaces of the submanifold of equilibria γ((0,s)). As mentioned earlier, f 1 is normally hyperbolic at γ((0,s)) if the Jacobian of f 1 evaluated at γ(s) leaves the continuous splitting
invariant and if the normal behavior dominates the tangent one. Therein, N u and N s denotes the unstable and stable normal spaces of γ((0,s)), i.e., the subspaces of the normal space spanned by the eigenvectors with positive and negative eigenvalues and T γ(s) γ((0,s)) for its tangent space. 
holds for all s ∈ (0,s). Therefore, we study each row of (39) separately, namely
with J i f1 the (i + 1)-th row of the Jacobian J f1 . The latter two equations can be verified right away as the last three entries ofγ are known explicitly. It remains to show the equality for an arbitrary row i = 1, . . . , n − 1, which is given by
We rearrange the last equation to arrive at
=λ
By studying the derivative of (32), we further realize thaṫ
and using (47) for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 we obtain
Finally, we merely need to verify whether this is also true for the first row, i.e.
Now withγ n = 1, and using equation (47) for i = 0,
This concludes the proof.
We showed that the dynamics of f 1 on T γ(s) γ((0,s)) is determined by the zero eigenvalue and it remains to study the eigenvectors associated with the remaining eingevalues, showing that they span the normal space of γ((0,s)) at any γ(s). In Halter et al. (2016) we therefore introduced the affine subspaces S p , which stemmed from the mass conservation of Ribosomes, showed that these subspaces are invariant under the flow of f 1 and further intersect transversely with γ((0,s)). Accordingly we use the mass conservation law given by equation (15) to find the n-dimensional subspaces S p (G). Due to the additional state M , we extend these subspaces by an additional basis vector to arrive at the n + 1-dimensional subspaces 
Figure 2: Three affine subspaces S 3 (0), S 3 (1) and S 3 (2) and the equilibria of (11)- (12) given by γ(s) depicted for the first three dimensions. Arrows visualize the linearized dynamics on the normal and tangent space of γ((0,s).
with e 1 the first vector of the standard basis of R n+2 and Im µ(G) the image of the matrix µ(G) ∈ R (n+2)×(n+1)
given by
Figure 2 depicts the first three components of such different S ext p (G) for p = 3 as well as γ(s), the curve which represents all equilibria of (21). In order to follow the same argumentation as in Halter et al. (2016) , we next show that any solution of (21) initialized on S ext p (G) will also remain on S ext p (G) and subsequently state that γ(s) intersects S ext p (G) uniquely and transversely for all p > 0 and G ∈ N. With these statements at hand, we then realize that the continuous splitting given in equation (38) exists, which is also depicted in Figure 2 by the linearized dynamics on the normal and tangent space of γ((0,s)).
Lemma 2. All S ext p (G) with p > 0 and G ∈ N are invariant sets of (21).
Proof. For any values of p and G the vector
is perpendicular to S ext p (G). Further, we note that
which means that the vector field of the system given by (21) always points in a perpendicular direction of g. Therefore, the solutions of (21) initialized in a certain S ext p (G) cannot leave this subspace which concludes the proof.
Lemma 3. For all p > 0 and G ∈ N the curve γ intersects S ext p (G) transversely.
Proof. Using the same perpendicular vector g as above it suffices to show that the velocity vector of γ is never perpendicular to g in order to conclude transversality of the intersection. As shown in Halter et al. (2016) , it holds thatγ
and therefore
which concludes the proof.
With these lemmata at hand, we finally state our first result on the stability of the transcription model with multiple templates.
Theorem 2. The invariant set γ((0,s)) of (21) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. With Lemmata 1, 2 and 3 we conclude that f 1 is normally hyperbolic at γ((0,s)) and therefore according to Pugh & Shub (1970) , f 1 and the restriction of its linearization to the normal spaces of γ((0,s)) are conjugate in a neighborhood of γ((0,s)). In Lemma 1 we showed that the dynamics of f 1 restricted to the tangent space T γ(s) γ((0,s)) is determined by the zero eigenvalue of the Jacobian of f 1 while Theorem 1 shows that the remaining eigenvalues are strictly smaller than zero. This reveals that the restriction of the linearization to the normal spaces of γ((0,s)) has eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues with strictly negative real parts. Thus γ((0,s)) is an asymptotically stable invariant set.
Analysis of the complete model
Above we found that Subsystem A of Figure 1 , governed by equation (21), has a set of equilibria which is asymptotically stable. The output of this system is M , the amount of mRNA templates, simultaneously serving as input to Subsystem B of Figure 1 . In general, this means that while the template number of the just studied system is chosen to be static, the template number for Subsystem B varies with time. Now as M is time dependent, the formerly used affine subspaces are not invariant under (21) -(22) anymore and it is thus not straight forward to
Figure 3: Set of equilibria Ψ as fiber bundle study the convergence properties of Subsystem B independently of Subsystem A. For the overall protein synthesis model however, we are able to use the same argumentation as for the transcription part with the only difference that we now have to deal with a two dimensional manifold Ψ representing the equilibria of the system. Let
be the set of equilibria of system (21) - (22). We define the two dimensional parameterization of these equilbria as
and find
with the components γ i (s) given like in equation (32) and ξ i (s, l) similarly as
Geometrically, this is understood as follows: the manifold of equilibria, Γ, of (21) - (22) is two-dimensional, with s and l being local coordinates. But due to the cascaded structure depicted in Figure 1 , our equilibria Γ are "cascaded" as well. In particular, Γ cannot only be seen as a submanifold of R n+m+4 , but also as a submanifold of the product state space R n+2 × R m+2 . Taking this point of view we indeed find that Γ is represented by the smooth fiber bundle γ(s) ξ({(s, l)|l ∈ (0,l)}) as it is illustrated in Figure 3 . In other words, it is legitimate to think of Γ as a one-dimensional submanifold, viz. the image of γ, with yet another one-dimensional submanifold ξ({(s, l)|l ∈ (0,l)}) (the fibre, in the language of geometry), attached at every γ(s). The Jacobian of the overall system evaluated at Ψ(s, l) can now be found to be
where ∂f1 ∂x Ψ = J f1 is known from equation (33), the offdiagonal block is given by
and the lower diagonal block by
Theorem 3. For all s ∈ (0,s) and l ∈ (0,l), J(Ψ), the Jacobian matrix of f evaluated at Ψ(s, l), has exactly two eigenvalues equal to zero and all remaining eigenvalues have real parts strictly smaller than zero.
Proof. Due to the block form of J(Ψ), the eigenvalues of J(Ψ) are given by the collection of the eigenvalues of J f1 and J z f2 . In Theorem 1 it was shown that J f1 has one eigenvalue equal to zero and all remaining ones have a real part strictly smaller than zero. We now note that J z f2 has exactly the same structure as J f1 and one can follow the same approach as in the proof of Theorem 1 to show that the same statement holds for J z f2 , therefore concluding the proof.
We now use the same approach as we took in Halter et al. (2016) and for the transcription model, namely that we first show that the overall protein synthesis model is normally hyperbolic at the manifold Γ and subsequently restrict our attention to the dynamics on the normal spaces of Γ in order to prove asymptotic stability of this manifold. While for the transcription model, T γ(s) γ((0,s)), the tangent space of the manifold of equilibria at a certain point γ(s), was given by the span of d ds γ(s), the velocity vector of γ(s), we are now facing a two dimensional tangent space given as
where
Lemma 4. The two eigenvectors associated with the zero eigenvalues of J(Ψ) are linearly dependent on Ψ s and Ψ l respectively.
Proof. In order to prove this Lemma, recalling Theorem 3, it suffices to show that J(Ψ)Ψ s = J(Ψ)Ψ l = 0. Lets consider the first expression
As shown in the proof of Lemma 1, we know that this first n + 2 rows are all equal to zero and due to the structure of J x f2 and Ψ s it remains to study the first and last row of J x f2γ + J z f2 ∂ ∂s ξ. For the first row J n+2 , we find that
and similarly for the last row J n+m+3 that
revealing that J(Ψ)Ψ s = 0. Turning our attention to the second expression,
where we note that J z f2ξ is of the same structure as J f1γ and thus equality with zero can be shown in the same fashion as it was done in the proof of Lemma 1. This reveals linear dependence of the two eigenvectors associated with zero eigenvalues on the vectors which span the tangent space of Γ at Ψ(s, l). Now that we characterized the tangent space T Ψ(s,l) Γ it remains to show that the remaining eigenvectors span a space transversal to Γ in order to conclude normal hyperbolicity of Γ. While for Theorem 2 this was achieved by introducing the invariant affine subspaces S ext p (G) explicitly, finding similar subspaces with the same properties for the whole model is not trivial. However, as we show briefly, an explicit characterization of the normal spaces is not needed to formulate our main result.
Theorem 4. The manifold of equilibria Γ which is invariant of (21)-(22) is asymptotically stable.
Proof. For the system being governed by equations (21)- (22) to be normally hyperbolic at Γ, we need to find a continuous splitting of the state space into the tangent and normal spaces of Γ. With Lemma 4 we showed that the eigenvectors associated with the zero eigenvalues span the tangent space of Γ at any Ψ(s, l). Due to Theorem 3, we also know that all other eigenvalues are different from zero and as eigenvectors belonging to pairwise distinct eigenvalues are always linearly independent (Gantmacher, 1959) , we conclude that the remaining eigenvectors span a subspace which is transversal to Γ and those two subspaces together span the entire state space. Therefore, we again restrict our attention to the eigenvectors associated with the non-zero eigenvalues, which, as we showed in Theorem 3, have negative real parts, revealing that Γ is asymptotically stable.
Consequences for the biological system
One may ask why the convergence properties of our model are of interest and some may even argue that a mathematical model as presented in Section 2 has its only purpose in generating predictions based on numerical simulations. While the property of asymptotic stability and the number of equilibria is indeed critical for evaluating the predictive power and the dynamic behavior of a mathematical model, the presented approach to study these properties additionally gives interesting insights from a system and control theoretic point of view. From this viewpoint, the major strength of mathematical models lies in their amenability to analytic methods with which one may assess different modes of manipulation, sensitivities of inputs and parameters or robustness of certain system outputs towards uncertain or disturbed parameters. In the present case where we found an asymptotically stable manifold of equilibria we infer that small disturbances in the system states and parameters do not affect the convergence towards this manifold of equilibria. However, the location of this manifold changes with variations in the parameters and the total amount of available resources and it is possible to use our model to analyze these changes. In particular, for the system at hand, we made the following system theoretic observations. Under the assumption of constant initiation of translation and transcription, the RNAP and Ribosome densities on the DNA and mRNA templates (locally) converge to certain fixed values which lie on a known and explicitly characterized twodimensional submanifold, Γ. This convergence is exponentially stable, i.e. invariant under perturbations and the convergence rates can be approximated by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. Therefore, given these rates, it is possible to characterize the different time scales of the protein synthesis model which may become crucial in the design process of synthetic gene networks. Specifically, Γ can be efficiently computed as the nullspaces of A(x) and A(z), e.g. via the Gauss-Jordan-Algorithm. Further interpreting the fiber bundle structure of Γ as depicted in Figure 3 , we arrive at the following observations: If we hold the RNAP densities as well as amounts of mRNA and free RNAP fixed, then the Ribosome densities on the mRNA templates as well as amounts of protein and free Ribosomes may vary, namely along the fibers ξ, while leaving the overall system at rest. For a fixed initial amount of RNAP we can explicitly compute the eventual RNAP densities, amounts of mRNA and free RNAP, namely by intersecting the planes S ext p with our curve γ. Thereafter, having that eventual values of RNAP densities, amounts of mRNA and free RNAP at hand, we can therefrom explicitly characterize the eventual Ribosome densities, amounts of protein and free Ribosomes in terms of the fibers ξ.
Applications of the model
Following the system theoretic analysis of the protein synthesis model we now focus on its predictive capabilities. In the remainder, we not only introduce a numerical example but further point out that this model can be used to capture the basal transcriptional and translational activity of an organism of interest. It may therefore be used to evaluate the (possibly limiting) effects of the finite pools of RNAP and Ribosomes on the performance of a synthetic genetic circuit, taking into account the housekeeping activity of a cellular system. We will refer to this approach as the background gene approach. In the following, we first introduce the relevant model parameters for simulating the basal protein production in E. Coli before we analyze the connection between transcription initiation and production rate and ultimately show how the performance of a synthetic gene networks depends on the background gene activity.
Parameters for the basal activity in E. Coli
In order to simulate the basal protein production in E. Coli we use the model (11)- (16), choose the parameters such that they represent an average gene of E.Coli and set the gene copy number of our model to the average amount of simultaneously expressed genes. As this resembles a reduction of all housekeeping genes to many copies of one single average gene, we termed this approach the background gene approach. The necessary parameters for this task were collected from the BioNumbers database (Milo et al., 2010) and converted into appropriate units (Table 3) . We impose the simplifying assumption, that the gene length L G equals L M , the length of the mRNA. Some of the parameters found in the BioNumbers database need to be further processed for compliance with our protein synthesis model. These calculated parameters are collected in the bottom part of Table 3 , including the formulae for how they are obtained. The initiation rates for both transcription and translation are the only parameters which were chosen freely in order to fit the model to average occupation values of RNAP (ρ rnap ) and Ribosomes (ρ rib ). Given these parameters, Figure 4 depicts the simulated amounts of unbound RNAP and Ribosomes (in blue) as well as the amount of mRNA (in red). The system states of unbound RNAP and Ribosomes approach their steadystates (cf. plots of R rnap and R rib at ∼ 1 and ∼ 3 minutes respectively) and as pointed out before, the values of these steady states correspond to the values ρ rnap and ρ rib which were assessed from literature (see Table 3 ). This agreement was achieved by choosing the translation and transcription initiation rates appropriately. For the amounts of mRNA, we note that due to the fact that the RNAP has to travel through the DNA template first, a time delay becomes apparent at the beginning of the simulation. Further, the rate at which solutions approach their steady state is strongly dependent on the ratio of the initiation rate and mRNA degradation rate. With the steady state densities of RNAP and Ribosomes on the DNA and mRNA templates at hand, we also calculate the average amounts of RNAP and Ribosome units on a whole DNA and mRNA template respectively, viz.
These values are again in accordance with statements from literature (McAdams & Arkin, 1997) The main difference between our presented protein synthesis model and classic Hill-Kinetic or Mass-Action approaches is that besides the amounts of mRNA and protein, it is possible to observe the densities of RNAP and Ribosomes on the DNA and mRNA templates respectively. Therefore we obtain more accurate numbers on the density of the very last slot on a template. This slot in fact determines the real mRNA and protein production rates, thus our new model should yield more accurate results than classic approaches where this density is not considered at all. For the design of genetic interaction networks, it is important to characterize the input-output behavior of the parts of the network, where we consider e.g. transcription initiation rates as inputs and mRNA or protein amounts as output. We therefore study the relationships between the transcription initiation rate λ of a gene (input) and the densities on the corresponding DNA template (output) and show the results of this numerical study in Figure 5 . We find two interesting connections: While the density on the first slot (DNA location zero) for small λ rises linearly with λ, it grows sub-linearly for larger values of λ due to a limitation of the available amounts of RNAP. In contrast, the density on the last slot (DNA location 27) shows a nonlinear behavior, very similar to a Michaelis-Menten kinetic, for the entire range of λ. This is a direct consequence of the transportation dynamics of RNAP and suggests that even in regimes where resources are available in abundance, one has to take the nonlinear input-output behavior between initiation and production rate for the design of networks into account.
Nonlinear input-output behavior

Load dependence of the repressilator
We motivated the presented model in order to more realistically simulate cellular environments and therefore evaluate the performance of a synthetic circuit with respect to changes in this environment. The repressilator, first introduced by Elowitz & Leibler (2000) , is a genetic circuit consisting of three genes repressing each other and quite popular in the field of synthetic biology. If the parameters of this circuit are chosen appropriately, one obtains oscillating behavior in the concentration of the gene products. The question how to choose these parameters to obtain this behavior in an isolated setting was mainly answered by Elowitz & Leibler (2000) . In Weiße et al. (2015) the same circuit was studied in terms of its performance with respect to the energy consumption in the host cell. With our presented model, we now can also study the effects of the limited pools of RNAP and Ribosomes on the performance of this specific circuit. In order to do so, we implemented the repressilator together with the background gene presented in Section 4.1 as depicted in Figure  6 . The interactions between the genes G 1 , G 2 and G 3 are modeled such that the transcription initiation rate of a gene i depends on the protein amount of the jth gene via the Hill kinetic
The choice for this kinetic is rather arbitrary and one can achieve similar results by using e.g. a linear function for the interaction between the genes. After finding some suitable parameters for the repressilator to ensure oscillating behavior, we modified the basal activity by changing the transcription initiation rate of the background gene. An increase in the basal transcription initiation rate λ BG results in more RNAP bound to the DNA, therefore producing more mRNA and thus also binding more Ribosomes, leaving less of the pool resources for the synthetic circuit. Figure 7 depicts the unbound amounts of RNAP and Ribosomes for three different values of λ BG . Therein, it becomes apparent how the amount of unbound RNAP and Ribosomes decreases with increasing basal transcription initiation and, in particular, that unbound RNAP decreases at a faster rate than unbound Ribosomes. of one gene product P 1 . The simulation is initialized with the same initial conditions and Figure 8 depicts the time evolution of P 1 for the different environmental conditions. While for the nominal system (blue) we obtained the desired oscillatory behavior, the amplitude is not sustained when the transcriptional burden of the host cell is increased as is depicted for the red line. If it is increased even further (orange line), oscillations do no longer occur. This exemplifies the dependence of a synthetic circuit on the amount of available pool resources and the need for appropriate circuit designs which are robust with respect to such possible disturbances. The presented simulation framework may therefore be used as an in-silico test-bed or, using analytic and numeric methods, directly for the design of such robust circuits.
Conclusion
In order to better predict the performance of synthetic gene circuits we introduced a novel protein synthesis model based on the previously published RFM. In contrast to the typical approaches which are usually based on purely phenomenological observations, our model provides insight into the binding and movement of Ribosomes and RNAP on mRNA and DNA templates. Consequently, it is possible to evaluate the load of the transcriptional and translational processes on the limited pools of RNAP and Ribosomes in a cellular environment. Further, our model can be employed to also simulate networks of genes, specifically those interacting through both transcriptional and translational control mechanisms, and therefore providing a modeling framework for the design of mixed control networks. From a system theoretic point of view we showed that in order to analyze the convergence properties of the system, a geometric approach can be applied which is indifferent of the non-monotonic flow of the system. This proof further provides new insights into the dynamical properties and possible modes of manipulation. We found that the equilibria of the system can be characterized by a two-dimensional manifold which is asymptotically stable. Given a set of parameters and a fixed total amount of RNAP and Ribosomes, the system converges to a single equilibrium point. With the mathematical description of the manifold of equilibria at hand, we further know exactly how this steady state changes with respect to changing amounts of total RNAP and Ribosomes or different initiation rates of the gene. We showed that the presented model can be used to simulate the basal load of the transcriptional and translational machinery of e.g. E. Coli and that the obtained simulations are in accordance with data found in literature. We termed this approach the background gene approach and used this to study the input-output characteristics of a certain gene and further to evaluate the performance of the repressilator under different basal load scenarios. This revealed that the functionality of such a synthetic gene circuit is highly dependent on the basal load of the cell and we suggest to employ this framework to conduct a more detailed analysis of this resource dependence and eventually design more robust synthetic gene circuits.
